The difficulty to reproduce the measured data by a classic-theoretical calculations of mobility of nitrogen ions N + in dilute atom-gas of helium He at low temperatures T = 4.3 and 77 K mentioned in the work of Tanuma group [H. Tanuma, S. Matoba and K. Ohtsuki, Mobility of Ions in Gases, presented at the Atomic and Molecular Data Application Forum Seminar Aiming at 'Matching the Needs and Seeds of Atomic and Molecular Data' held in National Institute for Fusion Science 17-18 December 2008. < http://dpsalvia.nifs.ac.jp/amdsoc/h201217/Tanuma_ 081217.pdf > ], prompted us to try quantum calculations to minimise this failure. To do this, we have carried out the calculations of the potential-energy curves of the low lying states corresponding to the N + + He ion-atom system using the SA-CASSCF with MRCI ab initio methods including the Davidson and BSSE corrections. The transport coefficients of the N + 3 P and N + 1 D ions in He atom are then carefully determined with special emphasis on the behaviour of the reduced mobility with the ratio E/N of the electric field and the gas density and try to explain its observed decrease near the value E/N ∼ 10 Td.
Introduction
Ionic mobility has been a field of interest for more than a century [1] [2] [3] . It continues to these days to be a subject of research intensively studied because of its particular interest in different fields, such as astrophysics, astrochemistry, and many other areas of physics and physical chemistry that require quantitative information regarding the interaction of ionic or neutral, atomic or molecular gas over a wide range of energy and temperature. Indeed, thousands of values, both theoretical and experimental, are now available from an online [4] database where zero-field mobilities as a function of T are also available, for many systems. Most of the experimental CONTACT K. Alioua kamel.alioua@univ-soukahras.dz Chérif Messadia University, B.P. 1553, Souk-Ahras 41000, Algeria; Laboratoire de Physique de la Matière et du Rayonnement, Ché rif Messadia University, B.P. 1553, Souk-Ahras 41000, Algeria mobilities were obtained with a drift tube mass spectrometer (DTMS) [5] .
Some experiments have recently renewed the interest of this study which focuses on the interaction of various ionised atoms with a buffer gas such as helium He atoms, especially the ions O + and N + [6] , C + and N + [5] , and only C + [7] at cold temperatures. Such experiments were carried out by Tanuma and his group using the drift tubes [5] . Experimental measurements on the mobility of nitrogen and carbon ions, in the ground and excited states, moving in a very cold helium gas at 4.3 and 77 K were conducted by Tanuma group [5] , This group found that as the electric field increases, the mobility coefficient from the polarisation limit decreases to reach a minimum value around 10 Td to increase beyond this value. This behaviour could not be explained by the semi-classical model long used by this group. It has been suggested to use a quantum model of the transport cross sections and a more elaborate theory 3T instead of 2T to find a plausible explanation of the behaviour mobility at very low temperatures.
In the aim of finding a solution to this problem we contribute by this work, which consists in evaluating in a quantum way the mobility of the N + ions in He atoms. The first step consists of calculating the interaction potentials corresponding to the N + −He ion-atom which dissociate into N + ( 3 P) + He( 1 S) and N + ( 1 D) + He( 1 S) by adopting the state-averaged complete active space self-consistent field (SA-CASSCF) and the multireference configuration interaction (MRCI) levels of theory, including the Davidson correction and the basis-set superposition error (BSSE). This task is accomplished with molpro package. We therefore compute thermophysical properties by using the Viehland gramchar Fortran code [8, 9] to get in particular the mobility of the N + ions at the two temperatures 4.3 and 77 K. The obtained results are compared with theoretical and experimental previous work.
Unless otherwise stated, atomic units ( a.u.) are used throughout this paper; in particular, energies are in Hartrees (E h ) and distances in Bohrs (a 0 ).
Potential-energy curves
In this section, we expose the ab initio methods we used to generate the ion-atom potential-energy curves via which a nitrogen ion, in its ground state N + ( 3 P) or in the first excited state N + ( 1 D), interact, at thermodynamic equilibrium, with ground-state helium He( 1 S) atoms, along one of the five possible molecular symmetries, namely, the triplet molecular symmetries 3 − , and 3 corresponding to the N + ( 3 P) + He( 1 S) ion-atom pair, and the singlet molecular symmetries 1 + , 1 , and 1 , related to the N + ( 1 D) + He( 1 S) system.
In order to determine the potential curves of the above triplet and singlet states, we have chosen the Dunning augmented correlation consistent polarised valence quintuple zeta aug-ccpV5Z basis for both N and He atoms [10] . We have further performed two level of methods, the first one is the SA-CASSCF followed by the second one MRCI. In the aim to improve the energy, the effect of higher-order excitations of the Davidson correction [11] , and the counterpoise method for BSSE [12] are included. The active space is carefully chosen by considering four active electrons distributed among the 2σ , and 2π orbitals corresponding to N(2s; 2p 0 ; 2p ± ) of the separated N + and He entity, the 4 remaining electrons are considered as frozen. The HeN + electronic potential curves are determined in the range of internuclear distances 1.0 R 29.0. All calculations are performed with the quantum chemistry package molpro [13] .
The obtained data are therefore linked to the shortand long-range parts of the potential. The short-range region (i.e. R 1) is determined by the Born-Mayer formula [14] 
with α and β being two parameters to be calculated whose values are shown in Table 1 . The long-range region (i.e. R ≥ 29.0) is performed by the relationship
with C 4 , C 6 , and C 8 being the dispersion coefficients which are the half of the dipolar polarisability α d , the quadrupole polarisability α q and the octupolar polarisability α o , of the neutral atom He, respectively. The adopted values of polarisabilities are α d = 1.384 calculated by Łach et al. [15] which is confirmed experimentally by Schmidt et al. [16] , it is also very close to 1.404 of NIST recommended value and α q = 2.445 and α o = 10.620 calculated by Kar and Ho [17] . On the other hand, one can use the dipole polarisa bility α d in determining of the classical polarisation limit K pol given by
where μ being the reduced mass of the ion N + and He atom, which leads to K pol 17.35 cm 2 V −1 s −1 .
The potential energy curves we have constructed of the five molecular states 3 − , 3 , 1 + , 1 , and 1 are shown in Figure 1 with those calculated by Tanuma Figure 1 . The present NHe + potential-energy curves corresponding to the molecular states 3 − , 3 , 1 + , 1 , and 1 .
They are presented and compared with the calculated data of Tanuma et al. [5] and Soldán and Hutson [18] . et al. [5] and Soldán and Hutson [18] . Where we have chose the value 1.899 eV of the asymptotic separation recommended by NIST [19] . Which are close the 1.9 eV, measured by Tanuma et al. [5] . and some of their data points are reported from R = 1 to R = 12 in Table 2 The well-known spectroscopic constants namely, the potential well depth D e and the equilibrium distance R e , are tabulated in Table 3 . They are also compared with experimental and theoretical data when available. For the constants of the 3 − and 3 states, we can show a concordance with the results of Soldán and Hutson [18] and slightly difference with the theoretical values of Gu et al. [20] . Besides, the values of D e and R e for the three 1 + , 1 , and 1 states are in excellent agreement with that of Gu et al. [20] . We also give in Table 4 the rotationlessvibrational energy levels of all states. As we can see the 3 − , 3 , 1 + , 1 , and 1 states hold 12, 6, 6, 6, and 13 vibrational levels, respectively. The above spectroscopic constants and vibrational levels have been determined by using, with slight modifications, the FORTRAN package Level 7.4 written by Le Roy [21] . 
Transport properties
One we have determined the interaction potential energy curves, corresponding to the five molecular states 3 − , 3 , 1 + , 1 , and 1 of the ground and excited states of the NHe + system, which their reliability are proved and their quality are assessed. We can therefore use them to determine the transport properties of the N + ion evolving in a bath of He atoms. We are particularly interested by the quantum evaluation of the diffusion coefficients and the mobility which dependent strongly on elastic phase shifts.
Phase shifts
Once the potential energy are carefully determined one can easily solve numerically the radial wave equation that governs the motion of the elastic scattered N + ion by He atom, given by
where k, μ, and V(R) are the wave number, the reduced mass, the interaction potential between the colliding species at internuclear separation R, respectively. The energy of relative motion is given by
In order to determine the energy-dependent elastic phase shifts η l we must forced the partial wave functions l (R), solution of Equation (6), to behave at large R like
which are employed in the quantal computation of the transport cross sections. One may notice that for large values of the angular momentum l, the phase shifts η l ( ) can be approximated in the semiclassical treatment [24, 25] by
RdR. (9)
Diffusion cross sections
The accuracy of the phase shifts are so important for the determination of the required quantal transport cross sections. The quantal mass-transport cross sections, also known as the diffusion cross sections Q d ( ) are expressed by [2] 
One can mention the exact knowledge of the phase shifts η l ( ) at a given energy for a set of angular momentum l for each molecular state leads exactly to the quantal cross section Q d ( ).
The left graphs of Figure 2 , illustrate the behaviour of the individual quantal diffusion cross sections Q d ( ) of the 3 − , 3 states relative to N + ( 3 P) + He( 1 S) system, and 1 + , 1 , and 1 states relative to N + ( 1 D) + He( 1 S) system, at low energy , where the quantum effects are important. These cross sections have some undulations with regular resonances peaks. As indicated in the references [2, 5] , the general behaviour of the transport cross sections depends closely on the depth D e of the interaction potential considered, and their decrease becomes smooth and sharp beyond the corresponding energies to the values of this depth. In particular, since the molecular state curve 3 − represents the deepest potential of the ground state N + ( 3 P)He, the slope change occurs, as showed in the right graphs of Figure 2 , at the highest energy higher than 10 −1 E h and the curves in the right panel of the 1 state represents the deepest potential of the N + ( 1 D)He with effectively a steepness of slope which occurs at the highest energy higher than 10 −1 E h . In addition, if Q jd ( ) is the mass transfer cross section for the individual state, then the average transport cross sections are expressed as [5] :
where g j is the multiplicity of the state j g = 1 for state, g = 2 for and states.
In our case, the average diffusion cross sections Q d ( ) for the two 3 − and 3 states relative to the diffusion of N + ( 3 P) in He, and for the three 1 + , 1 , and 1 states relative to the move of N + ( 1 D) through He are given by the expressions
and
respectively. These average cross sections Q d ( ) are illustrated in Figure 2 which they will serve to determine the diffusion coefficients and mobility. It is only in the first approximation of the kinetic theory that the quantal momentum-transfer cross section is the most important one. This approximation is accurate within 0.5% at least for 330 of the 332 systems examined by Viehland et al. [26] 
The diffusion coefficients and mobility
The mean transport cross sections should allow the determination of the temperature-dependent diffusion coefficients. According to the Chapman-Enskog model [27] .
The diffusion coefficients are defined as
which depend on the collision integral of the diffusion expressed [24] by (1, 1) 
where k B denotes the Boltzmann constant and n is the number of the density of the helium gas. Assuming the case of the low density of the buffer gas, the ideal gas law p = nk B T can be applied to the system at hand.
In addition, the null field mobility K(T) of N + ions in the helium buffer gas, is related to the diffusion coefficient D(T) by the relation [24] 
where q being the electric charge of the ion. Usually, we use the reduced mobility K 0 defined by the formula
where, in this special case, the pressure p and the temperature T are measured in torr and in kelvins, respectively. The results of the diffusion coefficient D(T), and the reduced mobility K 0 , for p = 0.250 torr and T = 299 K, are given in Table 5 . In particular, The theoretical ground state results of N + ( 3 P) He, are compared to the experimental measurements of Fahey et al. [28] see Table 5 . It seems to indicate that the present results of pD for the 1 D state are in closer agreement with the experimental results of Fahey et al. [28] than are the present results for the 3 P state wich differs only by 4%.
Calculation details of mobility
Because of the relative simplicity of calculating cross sections for closed shells systems, most studies of ion transport kinetic theory have involved alkali metal cations with buffer inert gases. However, there are few theoretical studies, published in the literature, on open-shells systems such as N + , C + , and the O + of nitrogen, carbon and Table 5 . Zero-field reduced mobilities K 0 and diffusion coefficients D times the buffer gas pressure p = 0.250 torr and number density N for N + ions moving in He at T = 299 K. oxygen [29] [30] [31] , and other experimental works [5, 6, 32] . Similarly, for our NHe + diatomic system, there are some experimental studies, published at different temperatures [23, 28, [33] [34] [35] [36] and a recent experimental study that treats the ion mobility of the N + in dilute gas of He atom using a very low temperature drift mass spectrometer at 4.3 and 77 K. In their published works [5] , Tanuma and his coworkers suggest improving the calculations using interaction potentials and higher-level kinetic theory. Accordingly, we intend to use the 3T theory and the quantal transport cross sections calculated above to determine the mobility of N + in He. On the other hand, we have used a database [4] , an open access collection website, available for viewing and downloading electron scattering and cross-sections ions, swarm parameters (mobility, diffusion coefficient, etc.), for comparisons. Following the same calculation procedure already used for the quantal calculation of transport cross sections [37] [38] [39] [40] , we inject the average cross sections of the transport Q d ( ) as a function of the energy , relative to the N + ( 3 P) − He, and N + ( 1 D) − He systems in the gc.for code of Viehland [9, 41] and applying the 3T theory [2] , for the calculation of mobility in a non-zero field E. This code, which is based on the Gram-Charlier series [8] , uses the cross sections in three distinct energy regions
where c is the critical energy when the orbitings occur, which is determined in a range of 10 −12 < 10 −1 corresponding to roughly to the temperature range 10 −9 T < 10 +2 K.
These cross sections are given by a finite sum of Chebyshev polynomials T i [ζ( )], called the Chebyshev coefficients a i
where the sign i above the Chebyshev polynomials T i indicates, the first and the last term of its sum.
Results and discussion
Before to calculate the mobility K relative to the ground N + ( 3 P) and excited N + ( 1 D) states of nitrogen N + in helium He, at two low temperatures 4.3 and 77 K, applying the three-temperatures theory 3 T, we anticipate to treat reduced mobility K 0 at the room temperature T = 299 K of ground and excited N + ions in helium He and finally at the temperatures of interest 4.3 and 77 K.
The obtained results of the reduced mobility K 0 corresponding to the N + ( 3 P) + He at temperature T = 299 K are presented as a function of the ratio E/N of the electric field strength to the gas number density in Figure 3(a) . A comparisons are made with a set of theoretical and experimental data determined at very close temperatures [20, 23, 28, 33, 35, 36] . As the ratio E/N goes to zero, the curves show in particular that the value of the lower limits of the reduced mobilities agree quite well with the value 20.5 ± 1.0 cm 2 V −1 s −1 measured by Fahey et al. [28] and with our calculated value 21.15 cm 2 V −1 s −1 to which our curve tends. When the electric field increases in intensity, the determined mobility of N + ( 3 P) reach a maximum K 0 21.46 cm 2 V −1 s −1 that lies between 46 and 53 Td, which is believed typical for mobilities in helium as reported by Peska et al. [42] . In addition, as already emphasised by Fahey et al. [28] , the zero-field mobilities in He show they are generally substantially different from the polarisation value K pol 17.35 cm 2 V −1 s −1 . This fact indicates that the Langevin approximation is a poor one for ions at room temperature in the rather weakly polarisable helium. However, when the temperature of the gas is sufficiently low, i.e., T → 0, the polarisation limit is theoretically reached [43] . Furthermore, the calculation of the reduced mobility K 0 of the excited N + ( 1 D) in ground helium gas He at the room temperature T = 299 K, presented in Figure 3(b) , show that the mobility approaches the value K 0 21.15 cm 2 V −1 s −1 as the electric field tends to zero. One can pointed out that when the electric field increases in intensity the mobility of N + ( 1 D) reach a maximum that lies between 75 and 95 Td which corresponds to K 0 21.33 cm 2 V −1 s −1 . Unfortunately, we did not find data in the literature of the excited N + ( 1 D) to an eventual comparison. We have [20, 23] and experimental [28, 33, 35, 36] data. [5, 6] and theoretical [20] data. The polarisation limit is represented with horizontal dotted lines.
further employed the mathematical three-temperature model 3T of Lin et al. [44] and Viehland and Lin [45] to generate the mobility of ground and excited N + ions in helium He, in terms of the ratio E/N at very low temperatures namely 4.3 and 77 K. The results are gathered in Figure 4 . The graphs in the upper Figure 4(a,b) , and in the lower Figure 4(c,d) illustrate the calculations and measurements at the temperatures 4.3 and 77 K, respectively. The solid curves correspond to the results deduced from the use of the present ab initio potentials, whereas the dashed lines represent the mobilities obtained with the potentials described by Tanuma et al. [5] . The polarisation limit, K pol 17.35 cm 2 V −1 s −1 , is shown with horizontal dotted lines. All the present calculations are contrasted with the mobility measurements, known with absolute uncertainty of 0.2 cm 2 V −1 s −1 , performed at the selected temperatures by the TMU group. Otherwise, the Figure 4(a,b) give the reduced mobility coefficients in connection with the ground N + ( 3 P), and excited N + ( 1 D) ions moving into helium He at temperatures 4.3 K, respectively. As the electric field tends to zero, the curves show that the mobility approaches the value 18.1 cm 2 V −1 s −1 , which is also found from the zero-field analysis based on the Chapman-Enskog model [25, [37] [38] [39] [40] . For higher values of the ratio E/N, the experimental data reach their lowest magnitude near 10 Td before they increase again.
On the other hand, the agreement of the present results with the experimental data at 77 K is much better for the curves exhibited in Figure 4(c) . Accordingly, this leads us to assume that the accuracy of the quantal collision integrals equation (16) at a higher temperature is good enough. For the same case, as E/N → 0, the reduced mobility appears approaching K 0 = 18.66 cm 2 V −1 s −1 , which is in conformity with the zero-field value. In addition we have calculated the most important transport parameters, namely, drift velocity v d , reduced mobility K 0 , longitudinal T L and transverse T T temperatures, and longitudinal D L and transverse D T diffusion coefficients, that characterise the mobility of N + ( 3 P) in He, as a function of E/N at the temperatures 4.3, 77 and 299 K. The obtained results are listed in Tables 6-8 . The second column displays the dependence, on E/N, of the reduced mobility K 0 relevant to the drift movement of excited N + ( 1 D) ions in helium at 4.3 and 77 K. One may observe in Figure 4(b,d) that, despite the technical complexity of measuring, at low temperatures, the mobility of the excited ionic species in gases, the experimental data are, in this case, only available for 30 Td. The extrapolation of the mobility curves Figure 4(b,d) to the zero-field limits ends at the values 18.15, 18.63 cm 2 V −1 s −1 , respectively. Once the investigation is complete, it appears that the mobilities are very sensitive to the shape and values of the NHe + Table 6 . Non-zero-field transport properties of ground N + moving in ground He at 4.3 and 77 K. potentials. The calculations revealed in particular that the use, within the three-temperature theory, of the quantal cross sections does not make a notable difference in the results of K 0 if compared to those obtained by Tanuma et al. [5] . On the other hand the behaviour of the reduced mobility of N + ( 3 P) in He at 4.3 K indicates the absence of the decrease towards the value of E/N ∼ 10 Td, which is observed by the group of Tanuma [5] . We could not explain this behaviour that seems to come from the fact that we have neglected the spin-orbit effects in our calculations of the potential energy curves. Finally, we must mention that Aissaoui et al. [46] have attempted to overcome this problem by including the spin-orbit effects in calculating the potential energy curves to determine the mobility of N + ions moving in a helium gas at low temperature.
Conclusion
We have determined the low lying potential-energy curves of the NHe + system using the SA-CASSCF and MRCI ab initio methods including the Davidson and BSSE corrections. We have then performed, quantummechanically, the calculations of the momentum-transfer cross sections over a wide energy interval and used them to determine the transport parameters. We have further determined the mobility coefficients of N + ions in He at 4.3 and 77 K temperatures using the three-temperature theory 3T. We have also inspected their behaviour with the ratio E/N. The agreement has been found reasonably good for the meta-stable N + ( 1 D) state. Since in Figure 4 (a) the mobility of N + ( 3 P) in He at 4.3 K does not approach the polarisability limit, one should mention that this behaviour is a bit strange as one atomic ions.
